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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of using 
positive, undetected, verbal reinforcement, consisting of "mmm hmm" and 
"That's good~ 11 to instrumentally condition the percep,tual learning 
( 
pf an ambiguous perceptual task.\ Of specific interest were the follow-
ing questions. (1) To what degree, if any, does undetected,verbal rein-
forcement instrumentally condition meaningful perceptual structuring of 
an ambiguous stimulus ~ ;.demonstrated through consequential behavior; 
(2) If undetected:,verbal reinforcement does have an effect upon the 
meaningful structuring 0:t the percept of an ambiguous stimulus does 
the effect operate only in one direction or can it also operate 
in the opposite direct:i.oi1..) That is, if verbal reinforcement can in-
fluence~ through instrumental conditioning~ the meaningful structur-
ing of_,perception of an imbiguous stimulus as being one of two things, 
can it, being selectivel~ applied in the o~posite direction, influence 
• • - I - • 
t~e meaningful structuring of the percept as being the other of the 
two things. Thus, it was the specific intent to investigate whether 
positive reinforcement in the form of "mmrn hmm" and "that's good" 
both of words with abstrAct and concrete meaning would result in 
the subJect Q s perceptually learning to respond with choices of words 




Th·is meaningful structurin-g ·.bf a percept ·-(figure) in the cog.-
nitive process -has been identified ·'by-Sherif and Sherif (1956) as 
being the interpretive contribution of the frame-of·-reference. 
'.That is, the percept is interpreted in accordance with whatever 
frame-of-reference ,exists in the -cognitive field. Fram~-of-refer-
ence is defined by them as follows: 
a system of functional relations among .factors operative 
at a given time which determine psychological structuring 
and hence behavior. (Sherif and. Sherif, 1956, p. 80). 
Thus, when a -stimulus is present~d, its perceptual structuring is 
determined by the referent setting or frame-of-reference present. 
Basica.lly, 'We w~re interested in finding ~hether it was possible, 
through instrumental conditi-oning, for subj'ects to learn ·a particµ-
lar frame-of-reference (abstract or concrete) -from wrich perceptual 
structuring of the presented stimuli would b~ interpreted in the 
: reinforced direction. 
( The term ''undet~cted" was ·depne'd as unawareness on i t-he part q£ 
the subj"ect as -to the method ·and purpos-e of thf study. He was unab;e r 
whe,n interrogated, to verbalize either the investigationts intent or 
· to state or identify the contingency between response and reinforce-
, . 
lfient ·) P-os it.lve, verbal reinforcement'. was def in~d as 4 general, 
spoken appro~ai of ·a particular categ~rical response. An ambiguo~s 
stimulu.s ·is r,eg_a.rded as a -sense impression whi~h · hr' leek of con-
t;e~tual cue(-s) can be lo~i'caUy or eq1,Jally .well intetpreted in two 
or more categodes of meaning or fram~s-of-refe1ence, In this study, 
the two frame-of~reference ·categ.o:ri'es were coh~rete riieaning ·. arid 
3 
abstract meaning. The perceptual ta~k involved is the solving of the 
ambiguity of the sense impression through assignment of the initially 
ambiguous stimulus to one of two equally possible frame-of-reference 
categories (concrete or abstract) of meaning. Ambiguous stimuli used 
were in the form of homonyms of the English language which are in 
common usage and, in general, neutral in value affect. 
From evidence derived from the research literature, it was ex-
pected that thrdugh the selective application of a perceptual learning 
paradigm utilizing undetected verbal reinforcement of the "mmm hmm" 
and "that's good" variety that it would be possible to struec:ture the 
frame-of-reference of the sense impression in th~ intended meaningful 
manner. It was further expected that the effect of undetected, verbal 
reinforcement will operate equally well in the perceptual learning of 
the frame-of-reference for a quantitative (concrete) categqry as well 
as of a qualitative (abstract) category and that the manner and cate-
gory can be predicted in t~rrns of overt' 're!;!ponse in a forced choice 
situation between categories of quantit1tiye (concrete) and qualita-
tive (abstract) stimuli. This study will empirically test these 
expectations. 
Theoretical Orientation 
The psycholog ical investigation of both learning .and perception 
are significant areas which are used in the formulation of more 
general systems of psychological theory. Underlying the consideration 
of perceptual learning, as it is effected by undetected, verbal rein-
forcement, is the dynamic interaction between the effects of learning 
4 
on perception and the effects of perception on learning. This inter-
action is further modified by the organism's environment in producing 
behavior. As Sherif and Sherif (1956) have stated, psychological 
structuring is jointly determined by external and internal factors. 
Perception is conceptualized as f process whereby sensory input 
(sense impressions) is related to behavioral output. ,Dember (1960) 
describes this as a "perceptual system" which is a dynamic, .inter-
active process involving sensory feedback and continuous, ongoing 
modification of the relationship between input and output. Helson 
(1957) envisages perception as a functional process in the business 
of living or as a factor in the adaptation of the organism to its 
surroundings. To Helson, the process of perception involves the 
apprehension of and reaction to the qualities and properties of objects 
; L. 
and events as they interact with the organism. Peirception, . learning 
and the ef f ects of the organism:' s env l rohll]ent are conceptualized as 
intera~ting to produce a unity. TJ.,.is ha$ been st~ted by .Sherif and 
Sherif · (1956) as their flrst postulate of a conceptual ap~roach to 
social psychology, "Experience and behavior constitute a unity." 
Dember (1960) specifies e physical aspect and an ;" informatiqn9 1 aspect 
I' 
to sen, ory input. The formal, autochthonous, l'hysical aspect 1s not 
of pr.imary concern in this investig,ation. It is the fonctional, 
informative, feedback aspect as ft acts as a determinant in behavior 
that is germsne. 
> I 
Although learning theorists in general lack complete a~reement 
on what constitute the b~sic fact ors in hp~aµ learning, they are in 
.. 
general agr~rment that the vast majority of hu~an behavibr is learned. 
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Solley and Murphy (1960) conceptualize the dynamic interactions of 
perception, learning and environment in the determination of psycho-
logical structuring as the process of perceptual learning. Perceptual 
learning is defined by Solley and Murphy as follows: 
a change in the status of a logically inferred perceptual 
state or process as a result of successively applied opera-
tions of a learning paradigm. 
The dynamic processes of perception (functional aspect) and learning 
influenced by the effect of undetected verbal reinforcement acting 
in a direct and automatic manner will follow the principles (postu-
lates) as set forth by Sherif and Sherif (1956) and presented in the 
next section of this chapter. 
The concept of reinforcement in this study is considered in the 
Dollard and Miller frame-of-reference. Dollard and Miller (1950) 
propose that the effects o-f reinforcement can be direct, ,automatic, 
and unconscious . .Greenspoon's (1950) study on undetected, verbal 
conditioning is cited as evidence and strong support for their proposal. 
As a definition of the concept of reinforcement, the "weaker law of -
effect," as proposed by Meehl (1950), seems most appropriate. Under 
this law, reinforcers are defined as being those events or operations 
which have been found experimentally to be reinforcing. Thus, a common 
generalized reinforcer is "approval." Approval may be little more 
than a nod of the head or a smile on the part of someone who char-
acteristically is identified as supplying .a variety of reinforcements. 
One variety of this is "mmm hmm" and "that's good" and are considered 
to be approval as exp~essed by the experimenter. 
Thus, the theoretical orientation of this study can be summarily 
6, 
stated.~s a point of ~iew of perceptual learning<•~ conceptualized 
by Solley and Murphy) . 'in which the.~proce.s..s of t,etc~pt:ion and learning 
are ciy.nam i Cal ly in.t.e-ract. i..ng (a ~d.in.g t.~ U:Mi p.o.s.t.w ates. o.f She J': ,i,f 
and Sherif) and subject to the effects of . reinforcement .ac.ti-ng in a 
direct, automatic and unc~nscious manher (as proposed by , Doll4r,d ahd 
' 
Miller) ~ The experimental effect of undetected, verbal reinfprcement 
on perceptual learning of an intended frame-of-referenCi!e in the 
human organism will be tehed and · ihterprtted--·within · this thedtet.ical 
frame-of ~reference •. 
Re~iew of the Literature 
Th• effect of verbal cb~ditl6ning has been defined by Skinner 
I 
(1~57) as the releasing ol a response thr6ugh the achiev~~ent of 
arranging a contingency between a verbal response and a generalized 
conditioned reinforcer. Any event which characteristically precedes 
many reinforcers can be used to bring behavior under ~ont!rol of 
appropriate stimulation. ~arlier it wa-s stated that ap-e.:_~val is 
cons ideted~ common gened11iied reinfbrcer. Because s igrs· of. 
approva 1 .f requenttly.:.precede :spec.if ic:. retp}~drcerhefits ·, ·tbe behavior 
they reinforce is likely to be in str,n,th most of the · time~ Hurlock 
(192 4) in evaluating the effect of incentjye u~on schoolwor~ found 
that vetbal praise and r--e-proof significanpy effected eiassro9m 
performance .. The basic ekperimental work in investigation G>f unde-
tected verbal reinforcemeht was done by T~9tndi~e (lg30) ~nd Thorndike 
and Rock (1935) ·µsing g.eneraliz.ed approval reili\fprcers of "rightll and 
"wrong" as differential reinforcetpel'lt for ~pecif ic categorifs of worp.s 
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as responses in a free association word test. They found that unde-
tected,verbal reinforcement increased the frequency of reinforced 
categgries. Philbrick and Postman (1955) substantiated the effect 
as described by Thornd i ke and Rock (1935) by demonstrating signifi-
cant learning .without awareness in the pair.ing of -words with numbers 
us'lng generalized approval reinforcement of "right" and "wrpng ·;-tl 
"' G!eenspoon (1954)<using an operant conditioning paradigm in which 
the reinforcement stimulus is defined as a stimulus introduced fol-
lowing a response that increases the probabi 1 i ty of occurrenc~ of 
that response found that "mmm hmm'' s.ignif icantly . increased the fre-
quency of plural noun resp.onses and that "huh uh" decreased the 
irequency of plural noun responses y'Y~rplanck (1955) used undetected, 
I / 
'verbal reinf~rcement in successfully conditioning .the content of 
conversation in which n.o subj:ect reported awareness of either the 
• '"t '. 
~einforcement or of its C-Ontingency tp 8 parti€ular r~srohse cate-
8ory. V.~rplanck reports that he himself was unwittingly condiUoned 
by one of his graduate students w°Q,i1e discussing the phertbri!E!nbn. 
~ilson and Verplanck (1955) further. sybstant iated the f ihdings of 
'fhornd :i: ke an(i Rock, .G·reenspoon and Verplanck b~ successfully using 
~ndetected,verbal reinforcement to instrumentally condition the 
response frequency of "travel" wo~ds. They concluded thJt the 
~Greenspoon effect" is valid and easily reproduced. Weide (1959) 
'<iemonst rated the 11Greenspoon effect" using .af feet re leivftnt wor-ds. 
Matarazzo, Sas low -anp Pare is (1960) failed ·to achieve the effect with 
plural nouns but wer~ sµccessful wit'!l human .related respons.e words. 
'}:'hey reason~d that q1e negative r~sults were due to the noI'fhally hi~h 
8 
free emission rate in normal conversation of plural nouns (16.9%) 
f ii 
over human related words (6.9%) .. The frequency of human related re-
sponse words increased as a result of undetected conditioning but 
the frequency of plural nouns being alre~dy hi~h in pre ... testing did 
not significantly change. They sugg~st that it would be well to 
determine in advan.ce the free operant rate of worq response cate-
gories pripr to attemptii;,.g to instrumentally condition through the 
use of undetected, verbal reinfor<;:ement. They ,;1lso conclude that there 
exists a differential susceptabipty of <,arioµs responsi= classes to 
undetected,verbal conditioning which is a hmction of both free emis-
sion rate and of the difficulty of the conceptual level of the words 
as considered in ter~s of conc~pt formation. They state as reasonable 
I 
to predict that simpler conceptual forms should be easier to condi-
tion than abstract conceptual forms. -Sullivan and Calvin (1959) 
failed to achieve learning through verbal conditioning when the 
response class was large and the responses within the class were 
not conceprua lly re late?' They concluded that Ut).Consc :ious learning 
through undetected, verb9 1 reinforcement is a function of three spe~ 
cif ics: (1) specificity of the response class; (2) tqe subject's 
unconscious perception of the stimulus a/:l being truly rewarding; 
and (3) beipg able ta re~ate the reinforcemertt to the response. 
Levin (1961), in revd.~w, fip.d,s that the concept of undetected, verbal 
reinforcement as used in instrumentally conditioned unconscious 
learning is a valid one. Howev~r, he caµtions tqat the determination 




Levin enumerates two fundamental criteria for the evatuation 
' of awareness: (1) awareness of re:inforcement find (2) awaterless of 
th~ contingency of r~sponse to r~inforC!=?trJent, both of which must 
be verbalized by the subj'ect in postexperiment.al interview. .Green-
sppon (1955) emp,loys the following _foµr question open-end question.-
ai;re technique to determine awar~ness: 
1. What do you think it was all about? 
2; Did you notice any change in the kinds of words you 
were saying? · 
3. How long ,db you think you were saying·words1 
4. What do you think the purpose of "nnnm hmm" was? 
The effect of experiment.er influence has been treated by Kanfer 
(1958). He suggests that some verbal response classes are sensitive 
to a number of concurrent contro.lling stimuli such as the prestige, 
.status and physrcal characteristics of the experimenter whose influ-
ence can .reduce or enhance the direct relE!tionship between reinforce• 
ment and response class, .Hall ( 1960) further rep.orts that with .fl 
task of minimal, margi~ai or ambiguous cue(s) the subj'ect may be 
expected to pay at tent ion to and search for some kind of cue (s), from 
the experimenter indicating the purpose of the task and the proper 
direction. to take. In a task_·'Which is highly struc.tured; {hat is, 
makes senliie to the subj'ect, .the subj'ect is rn~c]:l less likely to pay 
attention to the ex-perilli1:?nter who 'may be attempting .to shape his 
behavior in the task through undetected verbal reinforcement.. When 
/ 
the ambiguous nature of the task arouses within the subj;ect ,a desire 
for certain, cue(s) from the experimenter, the behavior of the experi-
menter becomes highly significant in .determining experiment~l set. 
Under this condition the use of ''mmm h~m'' and "that's g.ood'' are more 
10 
consistently. effective as rei10,for9ers. Krasttet (1958),, sta~es tQ.a; 
the more(a~biguous a situat-ion bf;!comes 'th-a- greater the need to seek 
"C:ue(s) as to what tb do. In aH stul!lies -reviewed by Krasner the 
. ' 
subject was given a spehific task sucb as make up a story, make up 
. ~ . ' 
a sente1'ce, answ,ar· ·specific questions.,·,describe a picture. · He ttad 
little obvious need to seek cue(~) as to wl').at to db. .Krasner (1958) 
found no iJ"lvestigati~ns which uritiHz~d -the appa,;~nt -advanta~es of 
minimal, m:arginal or ambiguous cue(s) in verbal conditioning of a 
pe:tc~ptual task. 
·.'t-h~ review of the literature pertinent to this inv~stig~tion has, 
. . 
thus far, traced the ·experimental st;.udr o.f 'verbal condiponifl$ from 
i.ts ·e~erimenta 1 inception· bf Thornd-ike and 'Rock ( 1935) · up th rough 
Greertspoon (1954) an~ Verplartck · (1955) to ~he current work of Ha11 
(1960)_: t!nd Levin (1~61). ·. The experimeptfll evipence indicat~s that 
the phenomenon is a valid orie. and occ~rs under conditiod;; 'of unaware-
, .-ne·ss Of either reinforcement or whiat is being. learned~ lt apparently 
· 'act$ in the direict, automati~ and uncpnscious ·manner-proposed by 
····~oi1a:rd and Miller (1950). · ,Similarly the ~ffect of ·approval as a 
geher:r ll~ed reinfor9er has .b~en .trac~{ f r?ql Hurlock ·(1924) UR to 
th~ p~esent.(;s~ recurring and v~t-id pr,eriomenon. $p~~if icis. noted '. 
! 
~s· pe.ih~: importep.t in the 1,1n~etected, verbal retnf orcernent effect upoJ 
perc~ptual .leatrting are HJ the ,itpporJ:::ance of 9et~rmin~tion 9f t:he 
. ' , ' . 
free, operant -,:e-spon$e -rate of a re$ponse cit.ass prior to at·telflPting 
. I '·,. . ' . ' j 
' 
ver~l con,ditioning, (2), the .differenpal .$usc~ptabi lity of vii-r,ious 
respOnse classes to .verb41 c-onditioniJ19 as a function o.f the w~rd'i; 
con~eptµal 1;vel in te·rm~ of dif~iculfFY of .c6ncept formati~rt, C:)) 
.; ' ' . 
\ 
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specific\ty of the response class, (4) the necessity of unconscious 
perception of the response as being related to the reinforcement, 
(5) the recognition of the reinforcement by the subject as being truly 
rewarding, (~) the criticality of determining awarenes~ on the part 
of the subject and (7) the importance of the behavior of the experi-
menter under conditions of minimal, marginal or ambiguous ewe( ~). 
Sherif and Sherif (1956) have investigated the basic facts and 
principles of psychological structuring in a conceptual approach to 
social-psychological problems. The principles have been stated in 
concise form as postulates which constitute a conceptual frame-of-
reference emphasizing the dynamic interaction of perception and 
learnihg in the determination of psychological structuring as demon-
strated by consequential overt behavior. Two principles are stressed 
as crucial in the d~termination of psychological structuring (1) 
psycholbgical selecpvity and (2) the relative effects of structured 
' l , 'I 
and unstructured stimulµs situations. The consequences of loss of 
stable anchorages and conflicting Bnchorages as p6stulated by Sherif 
and Sherif have dir~ct applicability in this investigation of the 
effects of undetected verbal reinforcement upon unconscious perceptual 
learning. The psychological selectivity of supjects has been instru-
ment~lly conditioned through undetected,verbal reinforcement in the 
unconscious perceptual learning of an ambiguous perceptual task. The 
use of ambiguous sti~uli in tpe perceptual task has been deliberately 
employed to produce the conditions of loss of anchorag,es and conflicting 
anchorages as postu!~ated by Sherif and Sherif. Therefore the following 
postulates of Sherif and Sherif <1956) are of central importance to the 
12 
r"~~' 
ideation, ex~Hnetf~tion, and interpretive results of this study, 
Postulate 2. Behavior follows central psychological 
st ructu ri ri.g. 
'.Postulate 3. Psychological structuring .is Jointly 
\ietermined by external and internal factors. 
i>ostulate 6. Structured stimulus situations !set 
limits to alternatives in psycholog.ical s·e.ructuring. 
Postu.late 7. In unstructured stimulus situations, 
alternatives in psychological structuring are 
increased. 
Postulate 8. The more unstructured the stimulus 
situation, the greater the relative contribution 
of ~n~ernal ;ac1iotsr'in'.the frai:ne~of,:refer.enc·e:: · .. , :'.;. ·· 
Postulate 9. The more unstructured the stimulus 
situation, the greater the relative contribution 
of external social factors in the frame-of-reference. 
The foregoing empirically .derived postu\.lates of Sherif and Sherif 
form the theoretical substance to which the hypotheses of this study 
are unalterably tie.cl • 
. Statement, of Hypot~eses 
In general, it was the concern of this study whether undetected, 
verba·1 reinfotcementwould operate selectively to determine the per-. 
ceptual learning of an -,intended frame-of-reference in the human 
organism, such that an ambiguous stimulus would be perceived ih the 
intended direction of meaning. -.Specifically, it was expected that 
undetected, .verbal reinforcement of the "mmm hmm" and "that's good" 
variety would act to condition instrumentally the unconscious per-
ceptu.\il learning of either a quantitative (concrete) or a qualita-
tive (abstract) frame-of-reference category in responding to an 
ambiguous stimulus. This involved a forced choice response between 
words of concrete or abstract meaning. It is further expected that 
the perceptual learning of concrete and abstract categories by us.e of 
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undetected, verbal· reinforcement will be s.ignificantly greater than 
the perceptual learning of concrete and abstract categories under 
conditions of no reinforcement. In conclusion it is expected that 
the perceptual learning, under conditions of undetected,. verbal re-> 
inforcement, for either concrete response words or abstract response 
words will not vary significantly from one another. 
Summary 
In summary, this .study is theoret i.cally orientated toward the 
dynamic, interactive frame of reference in i~s consideration of per-
ception, learning .and organismic environment. Specifically the 
effects of undetected, .verbal rein_forcement in the instrumental con-
ditioning of the perceptual learning of a perceptual task have been 
investigated .. These investigations have s~own the effectiveness of 
approval as an undetected, verbal reinforcer acting in a direct, 
automatic and unconscious manner in the instrumental conditioning of 
perceptual learhing. It has been shown that perceptual learrling .can 
be conditioned using this method!. The method has been referred to 
as the n~reenspbon effect." Important specifics of the method have 
been identified as experimenter influence, subj'ect awareness a11d the 
relative structure of the perceptual task situation in terms of mini-
mal, marginal or ambiguous cue(s). It has been pointed out that the 
principles of psychological .stru.ctur1ng involved in perceptual learn-
ing .and the solution of perceptual tasks under all conditions follow, 
the principles postulated bj Sherif and Sherif (1956). 
In the next chAJ;>ter, the methodo1ogy employed in this investi~ 
gation of perceptual learning under conditions of uhdete.cted, verbal 
reinforcement and ambiguous stimu.lus situation will be detailed. 
CHAPTER II 
THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Metho-0 
The purpose of this study, as stated in Chapter t, Mas to 
investigate the effects bf positive, undetected, verbal reinforce-
ment consisting o.f "mmm hmm'' and ."that's good" on the instrumental 
conditibning of the perceptual learning of an ambiguous perceptual 
task. The variables of (1) subjects, (2) perceptual task, (3) 
measurement technique, (4) procedure, and (5) research design wi 11 
be delineated in this chapter. 
The experimental procedure utilized three equated groups of ten 
subj'ects each .. Each group underwent different conditi.ons of percep-
tual learnJri.g •. The perceptual task involved the solution of a forced 
cho-ice between a quantitative (concrete) or qualitative (abstract) 
word as a response to an ambiguous stimulus. Homonyms of the English 
language were used as ambiguous stimuli for the forced choice of 
either a concrete or abstract response word. The ambiguous stimulus 
(homonym) was presented verbally by the experimenter •. The subject 
was then required to circle his response from paired concrete and 
abstract words in a forced choice mannet. No alternative responses 
were available or permitted by the instructions. Response tempo 
was deliberately kept rapid; the experimenter presented each sue-
cee'ding .ambiguous stimulus immediately .following the preceeding 
14 
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response. Results wete tabulated as the proportion of either con-
crete or abstract choices of the total ~umber of responses. 
Variables 
The independent variable was positive, undetected, verbal 
reinforcement. There were two levels of the independent variable 
(a) lOOio, positive, undetected, verbal reinforcement and (b) no re-
inforcement. The form of the independent variable was that of gen-
eralized social approval delivered verbally by the experimenter as 
"mmm hmm" and "that's good,." The independent variable was selectively 
manipulated by the experimenter across the three groups. The control 
group received no reinforcement throughout the experiment. The two 
experimental groups received 100%, positive, ,undetected, verbal 
reinforcement as described. Group I received reinforcement for con-
crete response words and no reinforcement for abstract response words 
during the training skssion. Group II received reinforcement for 
abstract response words and no reinforcement for concrete response 
words during the training session . .All g,roups were initially surveyed 
under conditions of no reinforcement and were tested under conditions 
of no reinforcement. The experimenter.~s manipulation of the inde-
pendent variable (verbal reinforcement) was determined to be unde-
tected by the subJect. 
The dependent variable was the effect of positive, undetected, 
verbal re.inforcement upon the perceptual learning of an ambiguous 
perceptual task. There were two levels o.f the dependent variable 
(a) the proportion of concriete response words of the total response 
18 
wo.rds ,an:d (:1:l'c} t1te'proportion bf abstract response words of the total 
response words. The measuremen.t of the dependent variable was taken 
an concrete and abstract frequencies re1o-rded during the test session. 
The test session comf>rifed the presenta td: bri of 25 ambiguous stimuli 
to the subj:ect with a forced choice response to words havirtg either 
a Concrete or abstract meaning. The recorded frequencies were 
I I :1 
transformed into pr~'portions initially and finally into arcs.in values 
for statistical treatment which wi:il be .discussed in detai 1 in the 
next chapter. 
S1.1b}ec.ts 
A survey of potential subjedts was made of 170 students enrolled 
in Psychology 213, the first course in the i>sychblt:>gy curriculum and 
populated predominately by colleie sopt1Dmores.. The survey instrument 
was a list of 100 st irnulus words each \laving .a forced choice response 
of either a word having a concrete meaning or a word having an abstract 
I : . 
¢eaning,1 Both response words (~oncte~~ an¥ abittlct) wer,, ,in gen-
eral, considered to be an equally iogtcal -or meani:pgful chti>ice for 
association V?ith the stimulus yord, 11'ie survey was conducted under 
conditions of no reinforcement .. The subj'ectswere riot to1d the 
purpose of the survey or ·that further· testing as an experimental 
subject might be involved. .The words osed to cqnst 1ruct the survey •. 
instrument were words o.f commo:r:t usage as deternHne<;l by the Tllorndike 
and I.orge (1944) word list. The words selected from 1'horndike and 
Lorge were considered, in general, to be of neutral value affect,. 
',i 
lApF>&ndix A 
A total of 30 subj'ects were sei'ected using a criteria of .5 probability 
for making either a concrete or abstract word response to a neutral 
·stimulus word under forced choice response conditions. The entir~. 
30 fell within a probability rang.e of .48 to .52 for making either 
response. The;.entire population was nearly normally distributed 
(f'!gure 1) with a slight negative skew evident. Of the 30 subj'ects 
selected 14 were responding ,precisely at the .5 propabilfty level 
for making either t!l concrete or abst:tact word response. F·or the 
purpose of this study the subj;ects falling within the .48 to .52 
probability range were considered to be responding· at the chance 
level for making .either a concrete or abstract wo:r:d~response. The 
subjects were randomly assigned to tl"}e control and ~wo experimental 
groups by use of Steele and Torrie's (19(>0) tab le of "random numbers. 
Perceptual Task 
The perceptuat task was the psychological structuring of an 
ambiguous stimulus as~ percept having either cdncrete or abstract 
frame-of-reference. The ambiguous stimulus wasa homonym p,resented 
verbally by the experimenter. . The subj'ect was requ i r~d to psyc;ho;. 
logically structure a percept as having e,ither a concrete o-r an ab-
stract frame.-o.f-reference in a situation of forced chi,;ice word response 
between two equally logical and meaningful words having respectively 
concrete and abstract connotation, A list of 120 hom,;>nyrns were 
selected from the Thorndike and Lor?e word list as being in common 
usage and,c in general, neutral in value. affect. The concrete and 
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were chosen under the same criteria •. The 75 homonyms judge.cl to be 
rpost common and neutral were selecte.d from the original list of 120. 
l'he following examples were taken from the tira:rning and t~st lists 
of ambiguous stimuli (homonyms) _and are presented together, for 
• r 
i llust rat ive purposes, with the forced choice response category words 
having either a concrete or abstract fra:me-of'"reference. 
TABLE I 
ILll,UStRATION OF AMBIGUOUS STIMULI WITH 
FORCED CHOICE FR~-OF-Rl!!FERENCE 
. I. 
Ambiguous .Stimuli Forced Choice Frame.~of-Reference 
(Homonyms). Concrete Abstracr 
Sole/Soul LeElth~r Spi'r'it 
Urn/~arn Vase Deserv~ 
Mail/Male Postman Mascu11he 
Seam/Seem Thread Appear 
Altar/ Alter Sermon Modify 
Two lists2 i.tere compiled;:""a·rtra::ireing · 1_1stf of _50 homonyms0 :{of 'the 75) 
arid a test, ~.is:.t..3 Appropriate forced choice word responses of con-
crete and abstract conceptual meanin~_were presented to the subJect 
. so that he could demonstrate his perception by circliqg his ihoice 




t'he ambiguous verbal stimulus by the experimenter. All g.roups were 
given the same training .and test lists but un~er differing experi-
mental conditions. The perceptual task for all groups was the same. 
The subJ'?ct was verbally given an ambiguous stimulus by the experi-
menter and selected from a forced choice situation either a concrete 
or abstract response category acco~ding to his psychological struc-
turing of the perception of the ambiguous stimulus and the frame-
of-reference me~rring given to it as demonstrated by h.is overt 
behavior in circling a, concrete or abstract category word. 4 
The control group performed the perceptual task in training .and 
test under conditions of·!!£ reinforcement. The experimental group 
I performed the perceptual task in the training situation recefving 
positive, undetected, verbal reinforcement for making concrete cat~-
gory choices irt response to the ambiguous stimuli. The experimental 
group II performed the perceptual task in the training situation 
receiving positive, undetecte~ verbal reinforcement for making abstract 
category choices in response to the ambiguous stimuli. Reinforcement 
was given by the experimenter in the form of "mmm hmm" and \!that's 
goo<;l.'1 All groups then, performed the perceptual task in the test 
situation under conditions of no reinforcement. Performance for 
all groups in the test situation was recorded as frequencies of 
ci;:,ncr~te and abstract C(:l.j:eg.ory responses and tabulated for statis-
qc~l analysis. 
4Appendixes D and E. 
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Measurement Technique 
The test situation consisted of the experimenter verbally pre-
senting 25 homonyms (ambiguous stimuli) to each subj'.ect individually, 
who solved the perceptual task th;rough the psychological structuring 
of the percept of the ambiguous stimuli as either concretely or ab-
stractly meaningful and demonstrating this conceptualization by circling 
either a concrete or abstract word response in a forced choice situa-
tion. The number of responses were recorded as concrete or abstract 
'frequencies for each experimental condition and the control. These 
frequencies were put into tabular format, converted to proportions 
and then to percentage .values anµ finally transformed into arcsin 
values by reference to the appropriate table pre.sented by. St~ele and 
Torrie (1960). The purpose and rationale of this procedure and the 
statistical analysis performed is more fully explained in the follow-
ing ,chapter. 
Procedure 
All subjects were traine.d and tested under the same conditions 
by a single experiment.er. Subjects were randomly assigned to respec-
tive groups. The subj'ects were not told the intent or purpose of the 
investigation .. The subjects were not presented with a specific "learn-
ing" task; that is, they were not asked to learn a spec if ic set or 
sequence of syllahles or paired associates •. .The subjects were not 
told that learning .was involved. All training and testing was ac-
complished in the same room with undisturbed _arrangement and under 
relative isolation from extraneous distract ion. . The experimenter 
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gave brief instruct ions as to what was required of the subject unt i 1 
assured that the subject understood sufficiently to perform the task. 
The experimenter then presented the ambiguous st imu 1 i (homonyms) in 
measured sequence delivering .or withholding verbal reinforcement in 
the form of "mmm hmm" and "that's good" as dictated by the group 
designation of the subject. Testing was administered immediately 
following training. The time required to train and test one sub-
ject was approximately 0: 15 minutes. Following the test the sub-
ject was asked four questions of the open-end questionaire techriique 
type employed by Greenspoon (1954). 
1. What do you think the~purpose of this experiment is? 
2. Did the presence of the experimenter bother you in 
making your choices? 
3. Did the presence of the experimenter influence your 
choice of words in any way? 
4. Do you think the experimenter's presence or behavior 
Could influence your decisions in chot;ising words? 
This questionaire was employed as a criterion in determining subject 
awareness of reinforcement and the contingency between response and 
reinforcement. A "yes" answer to any of the four questions was con-
sidered cause to reject the data gained from that subJect. At the 
close of the run the subject was told that the intent and purpose 
of the proceedings would be fully ex~lained at a later date. No 
other explanations were given. The data was compiled and statis-
tically analyzed for significance and interpretation. The procedures 
and results are presented in the following chapter • 
. Experimental Design 
The experimental design follows Lindquist's (1953) type I design 
(simple random design) in which each treatment was independently 
23 
administered to a different sample of subj'ects all of whom were 
drawn at random from the same parent populaJ:ion. There were two 
experimental groups and one control group. lj:ach group received 
treatment (or no treatment as in t:he control group) independently 
of one another •. Reasonahly normal distribution in the parent popu-
lation was determined by the conduction of a pilot survey prior to 
sampling- the experimental population. Experimenter influence was 
held constant through the employment of a single experimenter for 
all subjects. Extraneous distraction was conJ:rolled by training 
and testing under the same physical conditions for each subJect in 
an atmosphere o.f relative isolation. In the next chapter the\·?ata 




In ihis chapter, the results of the investigation are presented 
and statlstically analyzed. In preparation to gathering data on the 
' ' 
eff,=~t Of undetected, Verbrl reinforcement on the perceptual learning 
of an ambiguous perceptual task under conditions of minimal cue(s) 
a survey of the population was conducted to sample those individuals 
having a chance level, .5 probability, response to ambiguou~ stimuli 
in the manner in which they psychologically structured the percept 
as existing .in either a concrete or abstract frame-of-reference. 
A prob~bility range of .48 to .52 for structuring the ambiguous stimuli 
in either a concrete or abstract .frame-of-reference was esti:iblished as 
chance level for the purposes of this study. 
Treatment by Groups 
A total of 30 subjects were assigned to one controJ group and 
two experimental groups. ExperifI!enti:11 group I receive.d undetected, 
.verbal reinforcement for concrete structuring of the frame-of-refer-
ence and experimental group II rece.ived undetected, verbal reinforce-
ment for abstract structuring of the frame-of-reference. The control 
group received no reinfoikement. All groups were tested under condi-
tions of no reinforcement and the data gathered in the form of:· response 





The small sample size, 10, made it desirable to employ Student's 
t test in comparing the control with each of the experimental groups 
for significant effect of the treatments. In order to facilitate the 
use of Student's t the data were converted into proportions and from 
proportions into percentag.es so that the arcsin table could be util-
ized to transform the data into inverse sine values. There are 
several advantages to this procedure; (1) it tends to normalize the 
data; (2) it makes the means and variances independent; (3) it makes 
the variance stable, and (4) it makes valid the application of tests 
for s.ignificance which requires that the experimental error be inde-
pendently and normally distributed with a common variance. The data 
was transformed by reference to the arcsin percentage transformation 
table presented by Steele and Torrie (1960). Significance between 
the control group and each experimental group and between experi-
I 
mental groups was tested through the application of Student's t 
test for significance of differences between means. The confidence 
level for rej'ection of the null hypothesis was arbitrarily estab-
lished at the .01 level .. The data as obtained from the investiga-
tion are presented on the following pag.e with the convers.ions of the 
frequencies to proportions with tranformation into arcsin values 
identified. The results of the tests of significance are indicated 
on the following page for each compilirison made. 
TABLE II 
STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF CONTROL GROU;E> (CONCRETE) 
WilrH EXPERIMENTAL GROUP I (CONCRETE) 
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Control (Concrete) Experimental I (Cpncrete) 
freq. p arcs in freq. p arcs in 
10 0.40 39.23 21 0.84 66 ,.42 
14 0.56 48~45 19 o. 7~ 60 ,i> 7 
12 0148 43 .. 85 19 0. 76 60 ,i>'7 
15 0,60 so. 77 18 0.72 58105 
14 0~56 48,45 18 0 ,J2 58.05 
13 0.52 46.15 17 0,,68 55.55 
11 0.44 41..55 lp 0,,60 SQ, 7V .. 
11 0.44 41.55 18 0 .-7.2 58.05 
i 
13 0.52 46 •. 15 16 o.64 5:).13 
14 0.56 48 •. 45 17 d.68 5$. 55 
c:G1 0.01 t = 6.69ts ·P"((l).Ql 
TABLE III 
STATISTICAL COMPARISON PF CONTROL GROUP (ABSTRACT) 
.WITH EXPERIMENT.AL GROUP II (ABSTRACT) 
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Control (Abstract) Exp~rimental II (Abstract) 
freq. p arcs in freq. P· arcE1fo-
15 0.60 50.17 17 o •. 68 55.55 
11 0.44 4L55 15 0.60 50.77 
13 0.52 46.15 18 o. 72 · .58.05 
io o •. 4o 39.23 23 0 t9.2.:, 7.3 ::57 
11 0.44 41. 55 .. is o. 72 ss •. os 
12 0.48 4J .• as 19 o. 76, ~0! •. ~7 
14 -0, 56 48 •. 45.. 19 0.16 60 •. 67 
14 0. Sf> 48 •. 45 2-0 0.80 63.A4. 
12 0.48 ·43 ~85 19, o •. 76 60.67 
11 0.44 41.55 21 0.84 66.42 
°'· o.or t - 7.,,Q875 11(0~01 
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TABLE IV 
STATISTI~AL COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP I (CON~RETE) 
, WITH E}{f'ERIMENTAL GROUP II (ABSTRACT) 
Experimental I (Con~rete) Experimental II (Abstract) 
freq. p arcs in freq. p a resin 
2L 0.84 66.42 17 0.68 55.55 
19 o. 76 60.67 15 0.60 so. 77 
19 o. 76 60 .. 67 18 0. 72 58.05 
18 0.72 58.05 23 0.92 73.57 
18 o. 72 58.05 18 o. 72 58.05 
17 0.68 55. 55 19 0. 76 6D.67 
15 0.60 so. 77 19 0.76 60.67 
18 b. 72 58.05 20 0.80 63.44 
16 0.64 53.13 19 0.76 60.27 
17 0.68 55.55 21 0.84 66.42 
o(: = 0.01 t - 1.2920 i' (Odl 
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Summary 
The results of the applic.ation of Student's t test for signi-
ficant differences show; (1) a significant difference in concrete 
frame-of-reference perceptual learning between the control group 
and the experimental group; (2) a significant difference in abstract 
frame-of-reference perceptual learning between the control group and 
the exper~mental group; (3) no significant difference between the 
two experimental groups. A discussion and interpretation of the 
Ilesults are presented in the following chapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSS ION AND CONCLUSIONS 
As has been previously pointed out in the earlier chapters, 
as well as in literature not cited, instrumental conditioning of 
motor responses, paired associ~tes, serial learning responses and 
specific content responses have all been successfully accomplished 
through use of positive reinforcement. The question whether concept 
conditioning, in the form of learning a particular, instrumentally 
conditioned frame-of-reference from which a meaningful structuring 
of an ambiguous percept would derive interpretation, can be so con-
ditioned is an intriguing and vital one. It is rather easy to see 
that a specific response, verbal or otherwise, can be conditioned 
to a specific stimulus, ,in view of the extensive literature relevant. 
But, the much more complex conditioning of the frame-of-reference 
from which interpretation of a stimulus would be derived has received 
no attention in the literature. It was this complex, instrumental 
conditioning problem with which we were concerned. 
Selecting thirty college students who indicate.d on a pre-te.st 
that they had no s ignif leant preference toward a concrete-oriented 
or abstract-oriented frame-of-reference, we randomly assigned them 
to three groups of ten each. Fifty homonyms were presented indiv-
idually to each of which the subjects could respond only ,with either 
a concrete or abstract word choice which were provided. The control 
group received no reinforcement. Experimental Group I received positive 
30 
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reinforcement for all word choices which were concrete. Experimental 
Group II received positive reinforcement for all word choices which 
were abstract. A learning test was administered immediately following 
each subject's training period. Thus, the three learning situations 
for a frame of reference toward the concrete concept, toward the 
abstract concept, and toward a neutral concept were provided. 
Th~ results show very clearly that a frame-of-referenc.e toward· 
the concrete concept or toward the abstract concept can be instru-
ment~lly conditioned by the process of administering .positive rein-
forcement to the appropriate response of each concept categdry. '~ 
·-- - a,-·~=----~ 
Sihce none of the subjects indicated any awareness of the purpose 
of the experiment, of any undue influence by the experimenter, or of 
any contingency between the response and reinforcement, it can be 
interpreted that this learning was unconscious. lt was noted that 
a few stimulus words (steer and hail,. for example) evoked a previously 
I 
learned regional response toward the ,concrete con~ept. However, they 
were not sufficient to effect significantly the result~. 
The implications of the results, particularly if substatitiated 
by further studies using other concepts such as bigness•smaUness, 
tallness-shortness, lightness-weightness for instrumentally .condition-
ing a frame-of-reference, appear to be of considerable value For no 
-------········-~-··--------~----------
longer can learning th_~_9xists _he-.c0nce-rned·sol¢ly wtth specific-,.con-·~----c-- -· < •----~.- •••• <c,.- .... -',0,7'·C •... ..,,.,~,~-·-·· ' ' ' • 
tent_ cort?_i ti oni ng of the pe r:~.P-~,. -~l:1.S..: nb...,_~l_:_e:y_~~!l-~---~J-~_<;->J~~--1::~nce<~nec:l 
---'·'·-----"...C:.-~: .. ~itioning .of the frame of reference or referent setting :within 
which the percept exists. 
In summation, it was apparent that the significance of the ob-
tained results was ~ue, at least in part, to several design advantages. 
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These desigh features to·ok cognizance of errors encountered in previous 
· verbal conditioning studies that were reported in the literature. 
Mataita,zzo (1960) in failing to achieve verbal conditioning of plural 
nouns points to a differential free operant rate between some word 
categories. He sugg,ests that categories having .a normally high or 
pisproportionate free operant rate as compared to other categories 
wi 11 not condition significantly. He suggested a pre-experimental 
determination of the categories free operant rate prior tq attempting 
verbal condition:ltlg• This was accomplished in the population survey 
of this study describe.d in Chapter II. Krasner (1958) points out in 
his review that the vast maj'ority of verbal conditioning studies 
utilize a highly structured task .which due to stimulus binding effects 
negate to. a large extent the effects of verbaLreinforcement given by 
the experimenter. By utilizing: an ambiguous· perceptual task with 
minimal cue(s) this study was able to unstructure the experimental 
situation to a considerable degree allowing the undet~c·ted, verbal 
reinforcement to ihstrumentally conditi1;>n effectively the conceptual 
I 
f rame-of-referenc.e pt the' ·percept of the ambiguous stimulus. Ha 11 
(1960) has. pointed out the theoretical efficacy of such a procedure 
in his cons.tderation ofreinf~rcement and experimenter influence. 
!rt order .. to avoid: the dmfotinding effects. ·of pr:ior- learn'ing .experi-
ences of ,the subjects the .stimuli and response, category. words· em-
ployed 1in this study were drawn from the TJ:lornd'ike and Lorg-e (1944} 
word list as being both common in usage and, ,in gen~ral, neutral in 
value affect. It is felt th~t consid,ration of the factors of (1) 
free operant rate, (2) structure of the perceptual task and (3) value 
affect o.f the words in the design of this study.contributed in large 
33 
degree to the signifidance of th~ results. 
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SAMPLE FIRST PAGE OF THE 100 QUESTION FORCED CHOICE 
RESPONSE POPULATION SURVEY INSTRUMENT 
Instructions 
37 
1. Rapidly read each word and circle either of the two choices. 
2. Do not look for definitions, meanings or best response. There 
are no correct or m~st correct choices. 
3. Follow your first impression. 
4. Again, there are no right, wrong or best choices; simply·'Work 
rapidly circling your first choice. 
1. H,ard Rpck - Difficult 9. Even Smooth - Number 
2. Fire . Ember - Warmth 10 . Cook Prepare - Food 
3. Bed Sleep - Furniture 11. Red Color - Brick 
... ·-
4. M9µtl;i Oral - Tongue 12. Cry Sorrow -! Tear 
5. Space Room - Explore 13. Knight Romance - Roundtable 
6. .Fodd Meal - Hunger 14. Day Calendar - Light 
7. Silk Stocking - So.ft 15. Horse -Sport - Polo 




1. AIR I HEIR 24. SURGE I SE ROE 47. NOTE 
2,,. ·PAIR I PEAR 25. MISS 4.8. SALE/SAIL 
3. REIGN I RAIN 26. HALE I J-lAIL 49. .FAIRyFAR,E 
4. VANE I VAIN 27. -SORE I $OAR so. CARROT'lJ.<ARA:t 
5. MAZE I MAIZE 28. FELT 
6. .SHEER /.SHEAR 29. .CORE /:CORP 
~ 1-·' 
7. BAWL I BALL 30. AUNT I ANT 
8. LOCK I LOCH 31. BLEW I BLUE 
9. OR I ORE 32. -STEER 
10. ou{l I HOU& 33. DO I DEW : 
11. Hil1 I HU1N 34. TEEM /. TEAM 
.f 
1~. SOUL/ SOLE ,35. SHOW 
13. ;BE4"U I BQW 36. FLE~ I FLU! 
14. EARN I URN 37. sow /' SEW 
' 
15. DOWN 38. OH I OWE 
16. ADD I AD 39. TEA I TEE 
17 •. BELLE I BELL 40. .BOR! I BOAR 
18. TIPE I TIE:D 41. .COU>R , '·I 
19. 
\ 
\rHOOT I CHUTE 42. -ROPE I ROAD 
20. MALE: I MAIL 43. BJ\~~N I BAREN 
( 
' 
21. ·WAY I WlIGH 44. B~~ I BJiJ\~ -;: 
22. PONE I DUN 45. M.I\OE 
.:'!· 
I MA to 




1. MEDAL/ MEDDLE 14. MEET/ MEAT 
2. FLEE / . FLEA. 15. -RIGHT / WRITE 
3. COARSE// CO~RSE 16. ATE / EIGHT 
I . 
4. .REAL/ REEL 17. s~ AIR I 'AT ARE 
.,. .! 
5. DIE / DYE 18. . STEEL / STEAL 
6. PALE / PAIL 19. .ROLL / ROLE 
7. SEA/ SEE 20. ARC/ ARK 
8. PAIN I PANE \21. SCENT / CENT 
·-
9. BEAT I BEET 22. DEER/ DEAR 
10, BE I BEE 23, GREAT / GRATE 
'. 
11!, 
\, ' HERD I HEARD 24. ALE/ AIL 
12. TALE I TAIL 25. KNOT/ NOT 
13. MANE I t,1AIN 
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APPENDIX D 
TRAINING FORCED CHOICE LIST 
1. Breathe - Son 
2. Dual - Fruit 
3. King - Fall 
4. Selfish - Weathercock 
5. Cereal - Intricate 
6. Transparent - Sheep 
7. Tennis - Cry 
8. Scotland - Secure 
9~ Rather - Miner 
10. Possess - Midnight 
11. He - ChQ,ir 
12. Leather - Spirit 
13 . T i e - Date 
14. Vase - Deserve 
15. Under - Feather 
16. Newspaper - Sum\ 
17. T~l~phone - Beauty 
18. Bound - Ocean 
19. Hunt - Skydiver 
20. Postman - Masculine 
21. Met reca 1 - Manner 
22. Bill - Finished 
23. Appear - Thread 
24. Suit - Throb 
25. Error - Girl 
26. Storm - Health,y 
27. Glider - Tender 
28. Hat, - Emotion 
29. Marine - Center 
30~ Picnic - Kin 
31. Sky - Gusty 
32. Direct - Cattle 
47. Pad - ob~erve 
48. Bergin - Yacht 
49. Ticket - Equal 
SO. Diamond - Grow 
33. Moisture - Accomplish 
34. Swarm - Play1=r 
35. Actor - Display 
36. Soar - Chimney 
37. Button - Scatter 
38. Surprise - Debt 
39. Fairway - Brew 
40 . Swine - Ca 1 i be r 
41. Shade - Crayon 
42. Carry - Map 
43. Aristocratic - Desert 
44, Kodiak - Empty 
45. Built - Servant 




TEST FORCED CHOICE LIST 
1. Decoration - Interfere 14. Steak - Encounter 
2. Escape - Insect 15. Letter·- Just ice 
3. Route - Crude 16. Number - Consumed 
4. Film ·~- True 17. .Steps - Gaze 
5. Stain - Perish 18. Metal - Rob 
6. Bucket - Dim 19. Rotate - Pastry 
7. Tide - Look 20. Boat - Curved 
8. Glass - Hurt 21. Odor - Penny 
9. Vegetable - Win 22. Pree i ous - Faun 
10. Exist - Honey 23. Bars .. Immense 
11. Audible - Flock 24. Sick - Beer 
12. Wag - Fable 25. Shoelace - Never 
13. Primary - Lion 
'·' 
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